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Surge in COVID-19 cases may curtail the rally in  
crude tanker stocks

Crude tanker shipping stocks have been trending upwards from the start of February, which has led to an 18.2% YTD gain in the Drewry 
crude tanker index. The index comprehensively outperformed the three key US market indices – while Dow Jones Industrial Average 
(DJIA) and S&P 500 gained 6.6% and 4.1% respectively over the same period, Nasdaq Composite (0.7%) remained stable as the gains in 
the first half of February were offset by the steady decline in the latter half of the month with the index remaining range-bound, thereafter. 
All constituent stocks of the Drewry crude tanker index registered double-digit gains since the beginning of the year irrespective of their 
fleet composition and chartering mix. Teekay Tankers (TNK) surged 30.8% followed by Tsakos Energy Navigation (TNP) with a gain of 
24.5% and Frontline (FRO) with a gain of 22.7%. DHT Holdings (DHT) improved by 16.6% while Nordic American Tankers (NAT) increased 
by 14.6% and Euronav (EURN) registered a gain of 12.9%. 

Note: Indexed to 31 December 2020
Source: NYSE, DMFR

Figure 1 Drewry crude tanker index vs major global indices

What is driving tanker stocks?

Recent reports indicate that global COVID-19 infections rose for the fourth week in a row, led by rising cases in the Americas and Europe. 
The five countries that are reporting the highest number of new cases are Brazil, the US, India, France and Italy with North America and 
Europe accounting for nearly 83% of all active cases. Several European countries are extending or reintroducing lockdown measures as 
a third wave of the pandemic sweeps across the continent. Mobility restrictions of varying degrees are in force across the US to contain 
the surge in new COVID-19 infections. These restrictions are putting pressure on the recovery in oil consumption and thus demand for 
tankers. 

Time charter rates are on the decline across vessel classes with 1-year TC rate for a five-year-old VLCC sliding by 2.8% since December 
2020 whereas the rate for a five-year-old Suezmax and a similar Aframax declined by 5.9% and 9.4% respectively in the past three 
months. Second-hand asset prices have largely remained stable since the beginning of the year. VLCC spot TCE rates on the Middle 
East-China (TD3C) route plunged from USD 17,850pd on 31 December 2020 to USD 1,370pd on 25 March 2021. Meanwhile, spot TCE 
rates for a Suezmax vessel on West Africa-Cont (TD20) jumped to USD 15,500pd on 25 March 2021 from USD 3,300pd on 31 December 
2020 and Aframax vessel earnings on Baltic-Cont (TD17) soared from USD 2,975pd to USD 20,475pd over the same period. However, 
the improvement in spot TCE of Suezmax and Aframax vessels is due to the recent surge in their earnings primarily on account of the 
temporary tightening in tonnage availability on key loading ports rather than fundamental changes in tanker market dynamics. These rates 
are expected to decline in the coming months. So, what drove the recent rally in crude tanker stocks? 
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Surge in COVID-19 cases may curtail the rally in  
crude tanker stocks

The rollout of various COVID-19 vaccines in the past few months gives hope of containing the spread of the virus that will lead to the 
resumption of several economic and commercial activities and drive economic growth in 2021. Recent market reports indicate that the 
global economy is expected to expand by 4.0% in 2021 after a contraction of 4.2% in the previous year. Increased economic activity 
will drive crude oil consumption with demand expected to return to the pre-COVID-19 level in 1H22. The expectation of an increase in 
crude oil demand and its seaborne trade over the next one year is the underlying factor that supported the rally in stocks of crude tanker 
companies in the past three months.    

Note: Indexed to 31 December 2020
Source: NYSE, DMFR

Figure 2 Drewry crude tanker index vs Brent crude oil price

Strict compliance to production cut and demand recovery to support crude oil prices

The departure from the usual strategy of fixing oil production levels for six months to the provision for monthly review in January 2021 
to decide the next month’s crude oil production by OPEC+ members is a more proactive and flexible approach by the cartel to ensure 
market rebalancing. A steady recovery in global crude oil consumption supported by the rollout of vaccines and easing lockdown 
restrictions in addition to strict compliance to the production cut by OPEC+ producers supported the uptrend in crude oil prices. Saudi 
Arabia’s production cut of additional 1 mbpd beyond its quota in the OPEC+ deal further supported the rally in crude oil prices. We believe 
OPEC+ is in no hurry to loosen its oil taps and will remain proactive in adjusting market supply over the next year to ensure that the oil 
market remains stable.

Impact of Suez Canal blockage on crude tanker market

On 23 March, a 200,000-dwt containership Ever Given got stuck at the Suez Canal, blocking it completely. It took almost a week for the 
stranded ship to be freed and traffic to resume at the canal. Nearly 800 kbpd of Middle Eastern crude oil destined for the US and Europe 
transits through the canal and around 700 kbpd of crude oil from the North Sea and western Russia destined for the Asian market is 
transported through the canal mostly on Suezmaxes and Aframaxes. We expect the traffic backlog to be cleared in about a week with 
no material impact on freight rates of crude carriers as tonnage demand is weak during spring refinery maintenance and there is ample 
tonnage availability in the Mediterranean as well as Arabian Gulf.
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Surge in COVID-19 cases may curtail the rally in  
crude tanker stocks

Is the rally in crude tanker stocks sustainable?

Crude tanker stocks were on the run over the past three months despite a decline in vessel earnings and Baltic Forward Freight Agreements 
(FFAs) for 2021 and 1Q22. Optimism for demand recovery on the back of the rollout of several COVID-19 vaccines led to a sharp hike in 
VLCC TCE FFAs for 2Q22 from USD -28,872pd on 31 December 2020 to USD 22,223pd on 24 March 2021. The prospect of medium-
term recovery in the tanker market seems to have played a key role in the recent rally in tanker shipping stocks. However, concerns of 
a third wave of COVID-19 infections in several European countries and the rise in new cases in the US, India and Brazil could curtail the 
pace of recovery in crude oil consumption and tanker demand.

Source: Baltic Exchange, DMFR

Figure 3  Baltic Exchange Forward Freight Agreements for VLCC TCE
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Conclusion

Crude tanker shipping stocks have comprehensively outperformed key market indices in the past three months with the hope of recovery 
in demand in 1H22 on the back of the rollout of several COVID-19 vaccines. However, mobility restrictions of varying degrees on account 
of a third wave of the virus infections in several European economies and rising cases in the US, India and Brazil could curtail the pace 
of recovery in the tanker market. A lot will depend on the pace and extent of the vaccination drive against the pandemic in the next few 
quarters. A decline in infections and easing restrictions are the only factors that could help sustain the gains and support stock prices in 
2021.
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Disclaimer

Drewry Maritime Financial Research (DMFR) is the marketing name of Drewry Financial 
Research Services Ltd.

DFRS is incorporated in the UK and is authorised to provide investment advice in 
accordance with and pursuant to the UK Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 (the 
“FSMA”). Drewry Financial Research Services Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Drewry 
Shipping Consultants Holdings Limited, which as a group is focused on maritime research 
and advisory services.

Drewry Financial Research Services Ltd. is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA).

Firm FCA Ref No - 572297 

This email has been sent by Drewry Financial Research Services Ltd (DFRS or the 
“Company”) solely for the DFRS clients who are qualified parties as per FSMA guidelines. 
Whilst the Company believes the information it uses for research is from sources believed to 
be reliable, the Company does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, 
as to its accuracy, completeness, timeliness or correctness for any particular purpose. 
The opinions and estimates included herein reflect the analysts’ views based on available 
information on the dates specified and these views may have changed without notice. 
Any recommendation contained herein does not have regard to the specific investment 
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific client. The information 
herein is published for clients only and is not to be taken in substitution for the exercise of 
judgement by the client, who should obtain separate legal or financial advice. The Company, 
or any of its related companies or any individuals connected with the Company, accepts no 
liability for any direct, special, indirect, consequential, incidental damages, or any other loss 
or damages of any kind arising from any use of the information herein (including any error, 
omission or misstatement herein, negligent or otherwise) or further communication thereof, 
even if the Company or any other person has been advised of the possibility thereof. The 
information herein is not to be construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 
any securities, futures, options or other financial instruments or to provide any investment 
advice or services. The Company and its associates, their directors, officers and employees 
may have positions or other interests in, and may effect transactions in, securities mentioned 
herein. DFRS does not seek to do business with any of the companies mentioned other 
than sell them these reports. However, other related parts of Drewry Shipping Consultants 
Holdings Limited may seek to provide “advisory services or the sale of other group research 
products” to companies mentioned in this report.

Drewry Maritime Financial Research
15-17 Christopher Street, London EC2A 2BS, United Kingdom
financialresearch@drewry.co.uk
Telephone: +44 20 7538 0191
Fax: +44 20 7987 9396
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Jurisdictions

The distribution of this email is governed by the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 
of 2000 (the “FSMA”) and is restricted to qualified parties as defined by the FSMA. The 
distribution of this email may be restricted by rules and regulations in certain jurisdictions. 
Persons into whose possession the email may come are required to inform themselves 
about and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations in force in any jurisdiction in 
or from which it invests or receives or possesses this email and must obtain any consent, 
approval or permission required under the laws and regulations in force in such jurisdiction.

For US Investors 
Drewry Financial Research Services (DFRS or the “Company”) is an independent research 
company and is not a registered investment adviser and is not acting as a broker dealer 
under any US federal or state securities laws. The Company does not provide individual 
investment advice or hold client money. As such, the Company is not required to be 
registered as an investment adviser.

Analyst certification

The research analyst(s) set out below certifies that a) all views expressed in this report 
accurately reflect his or her personal views about any and all of the securities or issuers and 
b) that no part of the analysts remuneration was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related 
to the specific implicit or explicit recommendations or views expressed by the research 
analyst(s) in this report.

Nikesh Shukla
Analyst – Tanker Shipping

nikesh@drewry.co.uk
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